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Computational Methods for Web History
Anat Ben-David and Adam Amram
Introduction
In light of the exponential growth in digital data characterizing the 21st century, future
historians of our time will have to rely on born-digital materials as primary sources for
establishing historical facts. Yet born-digital materials challenge historians’ well-established
source criticism techniques used for establishing facts based on the authenticity, authorship and
authority of documents, for they are ephemeral, immaterial, fragile and easy to manipulate. For
example, the content of websites can be easily modified, tweets are frequently deleted, the
number of social media comments and likes can be artificially boosted through click farms, and
dubious sources spreading misinformation can be disguised as reliable news organizations.
With the commercialization of the web, more than ever before, web data is primarily
proprietary, and therefore subjected to platforms’ policies and constraints.
Compared with the fragility and contestation of born-digital data, web archives are one
of the last non-commercial knowledge devices that can be used to establish historical facts from
web data. Web archives capture snapshots of websites at a specific point in time and preserve
them for eternity. However, despite the fact that archived websites are stable, reliable, public
and non-commercial digital primary sources, they are difficult to study with digital and
computational methods.
In recent years, a ‘computational turn’ is advocated as a paradigmatic shift in the Digital
Humanities. Arguably, such justification seems unnecessary for the web, for there is no need
for a ‘turn’ if the web is a computational medium to begin with. On its face, many of the
computational techniques already in use by digital humanists and web researchers (such as
methods for text and image analysis, geo-mapping, or network analyses) can be easily used
with archived web materials. The question remains, if web archives are conceived, curated and
distributed in digital form, why are they so difficult to study computationally?
One of the reasons accounting for the difficulty in using computational methods on the
archived web is the distinctive ontological status of archived websites, compared with other
digital materials. According to Niels Brügger, web archives differ from other digital material,
whether they are analogue documents that have been digitized (for example, scans of historical
newspapers, letters, or books), or born-digital documents (such as copies of contemporary
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newspapers, letters, books and other documents that were originally produced in digital form).
Termed by Brügger (2016) as ‘re-born digital materials’, the archived web is a static
representation of an ephemeral medium, which would not have existed prior to its archiving.
Brügger outlines further challenges regarding the unique characteristics of the archived web,
including, among others, the fact that differences in the technical settings and collection policies
of web archiving institutions may result in different archived versions of the same websites. In
addition, there are difficulties in representing the temporal aspects of the archived snapshots,
and in deciding which archived version of a given website should be used, where there is either
scarcity of versions or a multiplicity of nearly identical versions from similar time stamps. Put
differently, web archives are not just another repository of digital documents, but call for
particular methods that would take into account their unique characteristics.
In this chapter, we argue that the use of computational methods for web archive research
is possible – and even desired – provided that the methods, tools and techniques are adapted to
the specific characteristics of web archives, and the challenges involved in studying them. To
support this argument, we begin with an overview of the theoretical justifications for the use of
computational methods in Computational Social Sciences and Digital Humanities. Thereafter,
we discuss specific methodological challenges put forward by web archives, and how
computational methods may be helpful in overcoming some of them. We further outline four
computational techniques – drawn from our previous research projects – that illustrate ways in
which computational tools have enabled us to use the Internet Archive as a primary source, and
to answer web historical questions. Finally, we discuss the limits of the computational methods
approach.

Theoretical Background
Broadly defined, the term ‘computational methods’ relates to the application of analytical
methods and techniques – originally developed by computer scientists – to answer research
questions in other disciplines such as the humanities and the social sciences. It is fair to say that
these mathematical techniques, involving data processing, numerical analysis, simulation and
modeling, algorithms, visualization, artificial intelligence and other forms of computation, are
agnostic to disciplinary boundaries, as long as the data is digital. For example, a computer
program designed to identify topics in a large corpus of texts can be applied to analyze a corpus
of poems, of historical manuscripts, or of corporate emails.
However, the introduction of computational methods in the humanities and social
sciences has been far from trivial. David Berry (2011) describes a ‘computational turn’ in digital
humanities as a result of three paradigmatic waves: in the first, computational techniques were
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primarily a means to digitizing texts and to building infrastructures for digital archives, which,
in turn, were analyzed by humanists as they would analyze any other non-digitized text; the
second wave looked at the digital historian’s toolkit as one that can be applied not only to
digitized texts, but also to any other ‘born-digital’ data. Finally, the third wave turned its gaze
to computation itself – the mediation of computer code and the digitality of the objects it works
with – as producing new ontologies and effecting epistemic changes.
Indeed, in the past decade, advances in computational technologies opened new
possibilities for storing and processing data at a scale which was unimaginable only a few years
ago. The analytical possibilities that accompany new computational analyses promise new
kinds of knowledge that were impossible before. Big data analysis and computational methods
are termed the new historians’ ‘macroscope’ (Graham et al., 2015), alluding to the revolutionary
impact the invention of optical instruments such as the microscope and telescope had on the
natural sciences in the 17th century. This promise is epitomized in two papers published in the
journal Science. In the first, Michel et al. (2011) put forward the notion of ‘culturomics’,
involving computational analyses of large volumes of literary texts to quantitatively investigate
cultural trends. Resonating Moretti’s distinction between close and distant readings (2007), the
researchers computationally analyzed a corpus of digitized texts containing about 4% of all
books ever printed from 1800 to 2000, and demonstrated that this approach can provide insights
about fields as diverse as lexicography, the evolution of grammar, collective memory, the
adoption of technology, the pursuit of fame, censorship, and historical epidemiology. The
second paper discusses the application of a computational approach in the social sciences (Lazer
et al., 2009). Here too, the researchers argue that the increasing datafication of almost every
realm of human activity paves the road to new research opportunities that can identify patterns,
trends and proximities in huge and diverse datasets, and draw new insights in many fields in
the social sciences.
Going back to Berry’s definitions of three waves of digital humanities, it can be argued
that the study of the web and its history can be situated between the second and the third – by
bringing together the humanist’s and the social scientist’s research questions and toolkits, and
by studying born-digital texts, as well as data about almost any aspect of human activity. On
the face of it, arguments for adopting a computational approach for web history do not require
further justification, as they draw from both the digital humanities and the computational social
sciences. As Graham et al. note:
While big data is often explicitly framed as a problem of the future, it has already
presented fruitful opportunities for the past. The most obvious place where this is true is
archived copies of the publicly accessible Internet. The advent of the World Wide Web in 1991
has had revolutionary effects on human communication and organization, and its archiving
presents a tremendous body of non-commercialized public speech. There is a lot of it, however,
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and large methodologies will be needed to explore it. It is this problem that we believe makes
the adoption of digital methodologies for history especially important. (2015: 27)
The ability to perform new computational analyses at scale seems to be a unified
justification for the adoption of computational and digital methods for history, social sciences
and web research. Nevertheless, web historical research – with the archived Internet as its
primary source – still posits somewhat different justifications for the use of computational
methods, since the web is a computational medium to begin with. If the ‘computational turn’
in the digital humanities and the social sciences began with the digitization of printed texts on
one hand, and with the ‘datafication’ of social phenomena on the other, for the web – there has
never been a need for such a computational turn.
The question then remains: if there is such a structural fit between the web as a
computational medium and computational methods for studying its history, why are
computational methods not widely used in web historical research?
The answer to these questions may be found in Brügger’s alternative periodization of
Digital Humanities, which focuses on the evolution of digital material, rather than on research
practices (2016). Compared with digitized and born-digital materials, Brügger argues that web
archives should be considered re-born digital materials, which grants it a distinct ontological
status and calls for a methodological treatment that takes its unique characteristics into account.
Therefore, the apparent structural fit between the ‘digitality’ of the archived web and digital
methods designed for studying born-digital material, such as the live web, is misleading.
In the next section, we follow Brügger’s argument about the distinctiveness of the
archived web as re-born digital material, by tracing the historical roots of the use of
computational methods in web history, and by outlining specific challenges that hinder the
adoption of computational methods in web archival research. We then offer possible
computational solutions to some of these challenges.

Roots of Computational Methods in Web History
The establishment of the Internet Archive in 1996 marked the emergence of web archiving
practices, now shared by many institutions, organizations and researchers around the world.
Five years later, snapshots of archived website became available for browsing and viewing
through an interface developed by the Internet Archive and aptly labelled the ‘Wayback
Machine’. In many ways, the introduction of the Wayback Machine has paved the road for both
qualitative and quantitative analyses of the archived web.
Historically, however, computational and quantitative methods for studying web
archives were the realm of information scientists, and not historians, media scholars or social
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researchers. The early information science literature on web archives offered computational
tools for improving retrieval of archived web content, for example by using metadata (Rauber
and Bina, 1999; Rauber and Merkl, 1999). Researchers have also started publishing results from
longitudinal studies analyzing the structure and persistence of web pages, based on archived
web data (Koehler, 2002). After the turn of the millennium, studies in information retrieval
created large temporal web collections for the development and evaluation of retrieval
techniques for the temporal web (Baeza-Yates et al., 2004; Bordino et al., 2008; Chen and Roy,
2009; Chung et al., 2009). Historical analysis of the dynamic evolution of websites’ markup
style was picked up by information scientists much later, less as a means for historical research
and more as a method for evaluating the retrieval effectiveness of the modern web (Gyllstrom
et al., 2012).
Meanwhile, social science researchers – mainly political scientists, and later on web
historians and other media scholars – started using web archives for studying social and political
phenomena on the web. The early methods used for the social studies of archived web materials
were either manual, or only semi-automated. Researchers in the Netherlands, for example,
started archiving websites of Dutch political parties and electoral campaigns (Voerman, 1998).
In a series of publications, Schneider and Foot put forward the method of web sphere analysis,
as ‘a framework for web studies that enables analysis of communicative actions and relations
between web producers and users developmentally over time’ (Schneider and Foot, 2005: 2).
The method involves dynamically selecting and archiving a set of web pages around a theme
or an event, web pages which are subsequently analyzed by triangulating hyperlink, content
and qualitative analyses (Foot and Schneider, 2010; Foot et al., 2003; Schneider and Foot,
2004).
Gradually, along with the widespread establishment of web archiving initiatives at
national libraries, as well as with developments in the ways the web was structured and
organized (i.e. through search engines) and with methodological developments in the fields of
Internet research (such as automated hyperlink analysis and web scraping), digital and
computational methods for the study of web archives began to emerge (Rogers, 2015).
For social scientists and historians who engage with Internet histories, web archives
enabled very specific types of research based on a single archived web page as unit of analysis.
Rogers describes one such research scenario as website histories – performed through
screencast documentaries. Rogers claims that such a research scenario is native to the medium,
as it ‘makes explicit what the Wayback Machine implies, with its invitation to tell the history
of a website and through it the history of the web’ (Rogers, 2017: 90).
Following the idea of repurposing the web’s natively digital objects and organizing
devices to conduct ‘natively digital’ web research, Rogers and researchers from the Digital
Methods Initiative also developed tools that output a list of direct links to all archived snapshots
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of a given URL1, and which extract a historical hyperlink network from archived snapshots of
a set of URLs2. These tools have been used by Weltevrede and Helmond (2012) to study the
evolution of the Dutch blogosphere.
It is only around the time of the emergence of the ‘computational turn’ in digital
humanities and computational social sciences that large-scale historical analyses of web
archives became more widespread. This has been primarily facilitated by emerging
collaborations between academic researchers, digital libraries and web archives, such as the
Big UK Domain Data for the Arts and Humanities (BUDDAH) project (Winters, 2017), the
Netherlands Web Archive Retrieval Tools (WebART) project (Huurdeman et al., 2013) and the
Danish Probing of a National web project (Brügger, 2017). These projects – all initiated around
2013 – aim to highlight the value of web archives as a source for arts and humanities
researchers, develop access tools and methods for research, and provide research scenarios – as
well as research findings – of historical studies of a national web archive as a (huge) single unit
of analysis of several terabytes, which is highly dependent on computational analyses as well
as on infrastructures suitable for big data analysis. In line with these developments are recent
calls to think of computational methods as the new toolkit of the web historian (Milligan, 2012,
2016). Despite this, it should be noted that, to date, the ability to access and process an entire
national web archive as unit of analysis is reserved to a handful of researchers who collaborate
with national libraries or with the Internet Archive, while other members of the research
community need to resort to available resources such as the Wayback Machine, which, as
previously noted, is designed for viewing the history of a single website, rather than for
performing large-scale data analyses. The following section further elaborates the challenges
that hinder the widespread application of computational methods to archived web materials.

Challenges in applying computational methods for web history
Though the application of computational methods to study web history has become more
widespread in recent years, most of the published literature on the use of web archives for
historical research focuses on technical and theoretical challenges limiting the application of
computational and digital methods for web history (Brügger, 2013; Dougherty et al., 2010;
Milligan, 2016). These challenges can be organized analytically around four topics: issues of
access, the limits of current interfaces to web archives, and problems of contextualization and
completeness of archived web materials. All four challenges affect the historian’s ability to
make sense of the primary materials. Below we briefly discuss these challenges that hinder the
application of computational approaches, or ‘distant reading’, to web archives (Lin et al., 2014).
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Access
User statistics of web archives hosted by national libraries show relatively low access rates. To
name two examples, both the French and Danish web archives keep full domain harvests of the
.fr and .dk domains, respectively, under legal deposit law, and access is restricted to researchers.
In 2012, the National Library of France reported 30–50 monthly consultations of the web
archive, whereas in Denmark only 20 researchers received access between 2007 and 2012
(Schostag & Fønss-Jørgensen, 2012; Stirling et al., 2012).
There is a growing divergence between the technological ability to preserve and archive
the web, and the legal barriers related to copyright and privacy that hinder online access to
archived web materials. With the exception of the Internet Archive and the national web
archives of Japan and Portugal, most web archiving initiatives held by national libraries can
only allow offline access, and only to those physically located in the libraries’ reading rooms.
As a consequence, only a handful of researchers who actively collaborate with national web
archives or with the Internet Archive are able to conduct large-scale computational analyses of
the archived web3.
Interfaces
The problem of legal access to archived web materials is coupled with a problem of existing
access tools and interfaces to web archives. The design of the Internet Archive’s Wayback
Machine – currently the dominant access interface to most institutional web archives around
the world – reflects the perception that the unit of analysis is a single website, and that archives
are best consulted, or browsed, one website at a time (Brügger, 2012a; Rogers, 2013, 2017).
The single-site approach hinders researchers from increasing their analytical scope from one
page to a collection of websites, or even the entire archive (Ben-David and Huurdeman, 2014;
Milligan, 2016).
User studies indicate that most users (whether they are journalists, litigators, lay people
or academic researchers) expect to consult web archives in the same fashion they consult the
live web: through search (Ball, 2010; Costa and Silva, 2009, 2011; Jatowt et al., 2008; Meyer
et al., 2011; Ras and van Bussel, 2007). Although several web archives are already developing
full text search interfaces, some of which were designed specifically for data analysis purposes
(Holzmann et al., 2017), these have still not been widely implemented.
Indeed, current web archiving infrastructures are not well-suited for computational
research. The technical infrastructure of most web archives – the Internet Archive among them
– was built before the ‘computational turn’. Arguably, web archiving infrastructures are also
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mirrors through which the history of the web can be studied. The Wayback Machine’s slogan,
‘surf the web as it was’, denotes that it was conceived at a period in the web’s history when
‘browsing’ and ‘surfing’ were the common mode of engaging with the web, before the takeover
of the search paradigm (Ben-David and Huurdeman, 2014). From an infrastructural point of
view, modern technologies designed to process petabytes of data, such as Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) and Hadoop MapReduce, are underutilized. The lack of those
contemporary big data technologies as infrastructure for web archive preservation and access
makes it difficult for researchers to perform ‘distant reading’ and macro analytics on web
archives (Lin et al., 2014).
Contextualization
Another critique often made about the archived web as primary source for historical research
is a problem of contextualization. As Featherstone (2006) argued, digital storage allows for
expanding the boundaries of the archive, as well as the boundaries of what is considered worthy
of archiving. Yet this poses tremendous difficulties for the traditional practices of source
appraisal and provenance, which are central principles in archival sciences. Web archives may
include millions of web pages, yet the archived snapshots lack significant contextual
information about the wider media ecology in which the website operated when it was archived,
and lack significant provenance information (Ben-David and Amram, 2018; Dougherty et al.,
2010; Milligan, 2016; Rogers, 2013). While web archives keep the seed lists and crawl logs of
the archiving process, this important metadata is usually not made available to researchers. As
a result, little is known about the circumstances of archiving a specific website at a particular
point in time, about the specific archiving method, or whether or not a specific website has been
archived deliberately (as part of a seed list), or serendipitously (as a linked website to a seed
list) (Huurdeman et al., 2015)4. Even though the lack of sufficient contextual information and
metadata limits the ability to draw significant findings from large-scale analyses of archived
websites, as we soon demonstrate, a ‘distant reading’ of web archives may be fruitful in reintroducing some of the missing context to archived web materials.
Completeness
Completeness is another issue web historians need to address when working with web archives
as primary sources, and where computational methods may be of crucial relevance. Niels
Brügger (2012b) poignantly reminds us that web archives are both incomplete – since many
pages are not archived – and too complete – since there may be many duplicates and archived
versions of the same page. Making sense of archived web materials is therefore aided by
assessments of the degree of their completeness, or incompleteness. Here, completeness can be
8
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measured as an evaluation of the archiving process itself (what has been preserved and what
has been lost), or of the outcome of the archiving process (which sources are missing from a
given corpus of archived websites, and whether or not the archiving of websites is complete).
For example, a study by Thelwall and Vaughn (2004) shows significant differences in the
archival coverage of national webs on the Internet Archive. Research by Ainsworth et al. (2011)
shows that an estimated 35%–90% of websites have at least one archived copy; however, these
figures are challenged by Hale et al. (2017), who found that the archival coverage of the popular
website TripAdvisor is only 24%; Alkwai et al. (2015) estimated the completeness of archived
snapshots of Arabic websites on the Internet Archive by comparing them with a list of URLs
that were found in web directories. Interestingly, Huurdeman et al. (2015) put forward the
notion of the ‘aura’ of a web archive – representations of unarchived content that are
represented by hyperlinks and anchor text data from archived URLs of a national web archive.
While such assessments of archival coverage and completeness are crucial for
contextualizing web archive materials for historical research, they can only be performed
computationally, since it is necessary to assess the whole volume of a given archive (and, as is
the case with the studies referenced above, estimate the size of the entire web) in order to
indicate or infer what parts of it may be incomplete or missing.
To summarize this section, the relatively low usage rate of web archives for historical
research, and the adoption of computational methods for this type of study, can be explained as
a chicken and egg problem. On the one hand, there is growing scholarly interest in accessing
and using archived web data for various types of analysis. While there are emerging initiatives
to develop frameworks for allowing access, data extraction and analysis of web archives5,
limited access to most existing web archives, along with the limits of interfaces and processing
infrastructures, and lack of sufficient contextualization information about appraisal, provenance
and completeness, drive many historians away from using web archives for web history, and
especially from applying various data analysis methods that would be native to the medium. In
the following section of this chapter, we attempt to evoke the web historians’ interest in
applying simple computational methods when using web archives for historical research. This
is not proposed as a solution to the existing challenges described above; rather, such simple
computational methods can be seen as a means to allow for distant readings of archived web
materials, by stretching the limits of existing access channels, interfaces and infrastructures of
web archives.
The techniques described in the following section are based on simple scripts specifically
designed for researchers who may not be well versed in computational methods, and who do
not have institutional access to web archives as big data corpora. This is provided so as to assist
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more researchers in attaining as many analytical benefits as possible, when using the Internet
Archive’s Wayback Machine as their entry point for conducting research on the web’s pasts.

Computational solutions to the challenges of access, interface,
contextualization, appraisal and completeness
In the previous sections of the chapter, we reviewed some of the literature that applied a
computational approach to studying web archives from diverse disciplines and perspectives,
ranging from assessments of the archives’ coverage, to the characterization of national webs.
In this section, we report on findings from our own work, by outlining specific and simple
computational techniques that we developed and applied to web historical research. These
techniques are designed to overcome specific challenges related to archived web materials and
their current interfaces, as outlined above. Furthermore, they significantly increase the scope of
analysis enabled by the Wayback Machine. While these methods are tailored to specific
questions, they serve here as a proof of concept, which can then be adapted and used for other
research purposes. Above all, they are listed here as a means to lower the threshold preventing
web historians from engaging in critical, born-digital, web historical research, such that can
critique the historical, technical and infrastructural history of archived websites, and that can
further contextualize them as primary sources for historiography.
Our previous work has primarily focused on the Internet Archive and the Wayback
Machine as a primary source. The research questions – related to the history of national webs
– were not computational in nature; rather, we used computational methods where a
methodological challenge hindered us from increasing the scope of the analysis or from gaining
wider contextual knowledge about our corpus. Below, we outline four research scenarios where
the use of relatively simple Python scripts has helped us enhance the utility and scope of
historical research with the Wayback Machine.
1. Increasing the Scope: Finding more URLs
As previously mentioned, the Wayback Machine allows for viewing and browsing archived
snapshots, but does not lend itself easily to analyses that wish to extend their scope beyond the
single page as unit of analysis. Furthermore, in order to use the Wayback Machine, users are
expected to know the URL they are looking for6. But what if one does not know which URL to
look for? And what if it is impossible to know the URL address of historical websites that can
no longer be found on the live web?
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This is the case of the .yu domain, the historical country code top-level domain of the
former Yugoslavia, which was entirely removed from the Internet’s Domain Name System
(DNS) in 2010. DNS is the hierarchical universal system responsible for the resolution of Web
addresses from IP numbers. As such, if the IP addresses associated with a given domain are
removed from the DNS, they cannot be resolved, even if the websites are still hosted on a server
connected to the Internet.
Our research question was relatively broad: what does the web ‘remember’ of its deleted
past? Is it possible to reconstruct from the Wayback Machine a deleted national web, if the live
web cannot disclose any .yu URL as a starting point to the archive (Ben-David, 2016)? To
answer this question, we used the hyperlinked structure of archived websites to our advantage.
Using lists of seed URLs which were obtained from an expert, we used a python script that
fetched all the seeds from the Wayback Machine, and snowballed their outlinks, searching for
more .yu URLs7. We iterated the method several times until no new .yu URLs were found. This
outlink extraction method enabled the scope of the analysis to be increased from a seed list of
about 4,000 hosts, to 17,460 unique websites in the .yu domain, estimated to comprise 53% of
the registered addresses in the .yu domain at its peak. The partial reconstruction does not
necessarily indicate that the undiscovered portions of the domain represent a limitation of the
method; instead, it may indicate that almost half of the domain was not archived by the Internet
Archive, as we will soon explain.
With the extracted dataset, we performed historical network analysis (a method outlined
in Chapter 10 of this Handbook; see also Weltevrede and Helmond (2012) and Hale et al.
(2014)) to examine the strength of ties within the .yu domain, as well as among national
domains of former-Yugoslavia republics. Furthermore, the data we extracted from the Internet
Archive allowed us to ask further questions about the history of the .yu domain, as well as about
the appraisal of the Internet Archive as a primary source for web history, as outlined below.
2. Source Critique: Comparing Web Cultures of Seed Lists
As noted by Rogers (2017), archived websites face scrutiny as a primary source for
historiography, and for legal evidentiary purposes. Such scrutiny is realized through traditional
appraisal of sources in historiography, such as determining the originality of a document, the
authenticity of authorship, and the source’s reputation. While web archives complicate all of
the above (Brügger, 2012a; Rogers, 2017), the question is which techniques can be used to
appraise archived websites as sources? While the screencast documentary of a single website
is one possible venue for source criticism, we put forward a technique for appraising lists of
URLs, as starting points or seeds for archival web research.
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Historical analysis of archived web materials that extends beyond the single website as
its unit of analysis greatly depends on a seed list of initial URLs from which the corpus is
created. Different URL lists may lead to very different corpora, even though they may be seen
as covering the same topic. For example, a study by Mataly (2013) compared corpora created
about the former UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher using three born-digital source lists:
curated website collections from the UK Web Archive, temporal search on Google (with query
results set to past years) and a domain harvest of the .uk domain. The differences between the
generated lists were rather striking: the corpus created by searching the UK Web Archive’s
collections was primarily governmental; the sources referring to Thatcher that appeared on
Google with time stamps from the exact same period were primarily commercial (large
newspaper and e-commerce platforms) and the corpus of the domain harvest was more diverse,
containing a variety of types of sources.
This example shows that seed lists are embedded in specific web cultures, which may
have internal preferences or biases. To understand these cultures and potential biases, in our
case study of the reconstruction of the .yu domain from the Internet Archive, we used a fairly
simple technique for comparing the seed lists that generated the reconstruction. This simple
technique, initially coined by the Digital Methods Initiative as a triangulation tool8, compared
the source lists from which our reconstruction began (Google search results, Wikipedia, a
Computer Magazine, and an ISP). First, we removed duplicates from each list, and then we
identified the URLs shared among source types, and the URLs unique to each source type. The
ties between the shared and unique sources can be read as a table, or visualized as a network
graph. In the case of the .yu domain, we found that, relative to the other source lists, Wikipedia
was the most diverse source to be used as a seed list for reconstructing topical corpora from the
Internet Archive.
3. Assessing Incompleteness
Earlier in this chapter, we argued that an assessment of the (in)completeness of web archives is
necessary for contextualizing historical research done with archived web materials. It should
be noted that assessments of incompleteness greatly depend on metadata that is often
unavailable or inaccessible for researchers, such as information about the collection policy, or
access to the archiving crawler’s logs.
Despite these limits, computational methods may give researchers the ability to assess
the whole by comparing the archived dataset against different datasets and data sources, as was
previously done by Thelwall and Vaughn (2004), Ainsworth et al. (2011), Alkawi et al. (2015)
and Hale et al. (2017). In the case of the .yu domain, we assessed the number of accessible
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archived snapshots of .yu websites on the Internet Archive, compared with the number of .yu
URLs recovered by our outlink extraction method. Here, we queried the Internet Archive’s
Wayback Machine CDX server API9 and documented the response code for each URL –
indicating whether it can or cannot be accessed on the Wayback Machine. Using a python script
and the urllib2 module, we sent GET queries to the REST API of the Internet Archive CDX
server to lookup captures of our known Yugoslav URLs. With the help of filtering and
collapsing features of the CDX server, we requested only successful snapshots and selected
only one for each year. Using this method, we found that the level of archival coverage of the
historical domain is a function of temporal proximity to the live web: the shorter the temporal
gap between a live website and its archived snapshot, the better its archival coverage on the
Internet Archive.
4. Culturomics: Histories of Non-Textual Elements
At the outset of this chapter we argued that some computational methods for textual analysis
can be applied to any type of text, independently of their affiliation to various academic
disciplines. This also applies to the archived web, where, for example, methods such as Topic
Modeling have already been used to analyze the evolution of the textual content of historical
websites over time (Milligan, 2016). At the same time, we also argued that the history of
websites not only comprises text, but also other elements documenting the history of the
medium, and the socio-technical ‘ecology’ in which a given website operated at the time it was
archived (Berry, 2012; Fuller, 2005). We also mentioned the ‘culturomic’ approach (Michel et
al., 2011), which calls for analyzing cultural patterns in large volumes of data. Although the
archiving process does not and cannot capture the full ecosystem in which the live website
operated, it still captures a wealth of data that can be of significant importance to web historians
– especially those interested in technological and cultural histories. Apart from text, web
archives contain images, video, various document formats such as MS Word, PDF or
PowerPoint presentations; each HTML page also contains code, within which one can find
historical ‘treasures’ such as embedded advertisements and cookies. Is it possible to conduct
large-scale culturomics analysis of non-textual elements found in the Wayback Machine?
Inspired by Lev Manovich’s work on cultural analytics (2009, 2012), we also argue that
large-scale analyses of the non-textual elements of web archives may open up a variety of new
historical analyses. To this end, we developed a computational tool for analyzing the evolution
of color in non-photographic images of the reconstructed .yu domain, focusing on archived
snapshots dated between 1997 and 2000 (Ben-David et al., 2018). We used a technique based
on Machine Learning, to summarize the three dominant colors of each of the non-photographic
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images in the reconstructed domain, in order to study the history of the ties between web design,
cultural digital practices and preferences, and nationalism. Specifically, we compared the threecolor histograms summarizing the images of the .yu domain with the colors of the Yugoslav
flag, and calculated the overall ‘distance’ of the entire domain from the colors of the flag during
the Kosovo war10.
To summarize this section, it is evident that none of the computational techniques that
we used for studying the history of the .yu domain are new. Rather, we adapted existing
methods for web research and data analysis, and tailored them to meet the challenges of
performing large-scale analysis of data with the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine. The
following section concludes this chapter by discussing the limits of the computational approach
to web historical research.

Conclusions
Although a computational approach brings with it a revolutionary promise of new paradigms
of knowledge, and of writing and reading history, most of the advocates of this approach argue
that it should be adopted judiciously – not necessarily as a replacement to existing humanist
and social scientific methods, but rather as an important aid, a necessary instrument for gaining
knowledge in a datafied world (Berry, 2012; Graham et al., 2015). In this chapter, we charted
some of the new computational methods-based analysis strategies and approaches to studying
archived websites accessed from the Wayback Machine. We have shown that despite the limits
of the access interface – which is designed for viewing single archived pages rather than a
distant reading of millions of them – python scripts can increase the analytical scope of
historical web research, as well as answer important questions that improve the
contextualization of archived web data (such as evaluation of sources and of archival coverage).
We also demonstrated that computational methods can turn archived websites into a fascinating
playground for identifying cultural trends by using the wealth of multimodal information they
harbor.
Despite the benefits of the computational approach outlined above in stretching the
analytical possibilities of historical research using the Wayback Machine, there are also several
limits to consider. Chief of them is the production of analytical artifacts and their
misinterpretation as historical facts. As previously mentioned, awareness of the cultures of
sources and devices from which web archive research begins is crucial to the interpretation of
the archival corpora and of the historical networks that each may produce. A possible way of
overcoming the problem of analytical artifacts is triangulation of sources. In addition, analyses
aided by computational methods, tools and techniques are able to answer specific quantifiable
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questions. They are good at ‘probing web archives’ (Brügger, 2017) when dealing with huge
corpora of archived websites, and when there is no alternative way of ‘knowing’ the archive as
a whole. Nevertheless, this knowing is limited to quantifiable information, and macro analyses
of millions of documents, or of petabytes of data, do not always suffice for answering deeper
questions about historical processes (Winters, 2017). Further critical thinking and reflexive
analysis are required to place the outputs of computational tools in context (Schafer et al.,
2016).
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